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Abstract
In this paper we examine the 4-dimensional effective theory for the light Kaluza-
Klein (KK) modes. Our main interest is in the interaction terms. We point out that
the contribution of the heavy KK modes is generally needed in order to reproduce
the correct predictions for the observable quantities involving the light modes. As an
example we study in some detail a 6-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory coupled to a
charged scalar and fermions. In this case the contribution of the heavy KK modes are
geometrically interpreted as the deformation of the internal space.
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1 Introduction
In studying the low energy physics of the light modes of a 4+d dimensional theory the atten-
tion is usually paid only to the spectral aspects. After determining the quantum numbers
of the light modes the nature and the form of the interaction terms are often assumed to
be dictated by symmetry arguments. Such arguments fix the general form of all the renor-
malilzable terms and if the effective theory is supersymmetric certain relationship between
the couplings can also be established by supersymmetry. The masses are derived from the
bilinear part of the effective action and the role of the heavy modes in the actual values of
the masses and the couplings of the effective theory for the light modes are seldom taken into
account. It is, however, well known from the study of the GUT’s in 4-dimensions that the
heavy modes have an important role to play even at low energies [1]. This happens through
their contributions to the couplings entering into the effective Lagrangians describing the
low energy physics of the light modes. According to Wilsonian approach, in order to obtain
an effective theory applicable in large distances, the heavy modes should be integrated out
[2, 3]. The processes of ”integrating out” has the effect of modifying the couplings of the
light modes or introducing additional terms which are suppressed by inverse powers of the
heavy masses [4].
The aim of the present paper is to examine the role of the heavy modes in the low energy
description of a higher dimensional theory. To this end we shall basically perform two
complementary calculations. The first one will start from a solution of a higher dimensional
theory with a 4-dimensional Poincare´ invariance and develop an action functional for the
light modes of the effective 4-dimensional theory. This effective action generally has a local
symmetry which should be broken by Higgs mechanism. Our interest is in the spectrum of
the broken theory. The procedure is essentially what is adopted in the effective description
of higher dimensional theories including superstring and M-theory compactifications. In
this construction the heavy KK modes are generally ignored simply by reasoning that their
masses are of the order of the compactification mass and this can be as heavy as the Planck
mass. Therefore they can not affect the low energy physics of the light modes.
In the second approach which we shall call the geometrical approach we shall find a
solution of the higher dimensional equations with the same symmetry group as the one of
the broken phase of the effective 4-dimensional theory for the light modes. We shall then
study the physics of the 4-dimensional light modes around this solution. The result for the
effective 4-dimensional theory will turn out to be different from the first approach. The aim
of this paper is to show that the difference is precisely due to the fact that in constructing
the effective theory along the lines of the first approach the contribution of the heavy KK
modes have been ignored. Indeed it will be argued - and demonstrated by working out
some explicit examples - that taking due care of the role of the heavy modes a complete
equivalence is established between the two approaches.
To motivate the discussion in a simpler context, in section 2 we shall work out a simple
model of two coupled scalar fields in 4-dimensions which will be generalized to a multiplet
of scalar fields in arbitrary dimensions in section 3. The examples in sections 2 and 3 will
clarify the relevance of the heavy modes in the low energy description of the light modes.
In sections 4 and 5 we shall study a higher dimensional (in this case six dimensional) theory
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of Einstein-Maxwell system [5] coupled to a charged scalar and eventually also to charged
fermions. Such a model can arise in the compactification of string or M-theory to lower
dimensions. The system has enough number of adjustable parameters to allow us to go to
various limits in order to establish the main point of our paper. The result will of course
confirm the above mentioned expectation that in order to obtain a correct 4-dimensional
description of the physics of the light modes the contribution of the heavy modes should be
duly taken into account4. This example is particularly interesting because the first kind of
solution will produce an effective 4-dimensional gauge theory with a SU(2)×U(1) symmetry
which will be broken to U(1) by a complex triplet of Higgs fields. The geometrical approach,
on the other hand, will take us directly to the unbroken U(1) phase by deforming a round
sphere into an ellipsoid5. In the geometrical approach the W and the Z masses originate
from the deformation of the internal space. In this sense the standard Higgs mechanism
acquires a geometrical origin6. We elaborate a little more on this point in section 6 which
summarizes our results. Some technical aspects of various derivations have been detailed in
the appendices.
2 A Simple 4D Theory
Let’s consider a 4-dimensional theory, which contains two real scalar fields ϕ and χ and
with the lagrangian
L = −1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ− 1
2
∂µχ∂
µχ− 1
2
m2ϕϕ
2 − 1
2
m2χ2 − 1
4
λϕϕ
4 − 1
4
λχχ
4 − aϕ2χ2,
where m2ϕ, m
2, λϕ, λχ and a are real parameters
7. Here we have the symmetry:
Z2 : ϕ→ ±ϕ,
Z ′2 : χ→ ±χ. (2.1)
This is a very particular example and of course we don’t want to present any general result
in this section, we just want to provide a framework in which the general equivalence that
we spoke about in the introduction emerges in a simple way and is not obscured by technical
difficulties.
For m2ϕ < 0 we have the following solution of the equations of motion (EOM):
χ = 0, ϕ =
√
−m2ϕ
λϕ
≡ ϕeff , (2.2)
4Of course this doesn’t prove that the heavy modes contribution never vanishes: for instance [6] proves
the decoupling of the heavy modes in the (Minkowski)4 × S2 compactification of the 6-dimensional chiral
supergravity [7], which is basically the supersymmetric version of our 6-dimensional theory.
5This corresponds to the magnetic monopole charge of 2 as explained in section 5. A monopole charge
of unity will produce a Higgs doublet of SU(2).
6It should be mentioned that all of our discussion is ( semi-) classical. To include quantum and renor-
malization effects is beyond the scope of the present paper.
7Of course we consider only the values of these parameters such that the scalar potential is bounded from
below.
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Figure 1: A tree diagram which describes the scattering of two light χ, through the exchange of an heavy
scalar. This kind of diagram gives a contribution to the quartic term in the effective theory potential.
which breaks Z2 but preserves Z
′
2. We can express the lagrangian in terms of the fluctuation
δϕ and χ around this background:
L = −1
2
∂νδϕ∂
νδϕ− 1
2
∂νχ∂
νχ+m2ϕ (δϕ)
2 − 1
2
µ2χ2
−
√
−m2ϕλϕ (δϕ)3 −
1
4
λϕ (δϕ)
4 − 1
4
λχχ
4 − 2a
√
−m2ϕ
λϕ
δϕχ2
−a (δϕ)2 χ2 + constants, (2.3)
where
µ2 ≡ m2 − 2am
2
ϕ
λϕ
. (2.4)
If |µ2| ≪ |m2ϕ|, we expect that the heavy mode δϕ can be integrated out and an effective
theory for χ can be constructed for both the signs of µ2. However it’s important to note
that δϕ cannot be simply neglected because it gives a contribution, because of the trilinear8
coupling δϕχ2 in (2.3), to the operator χ4 in the effective theory, through the diagram
1. This is similar to what is usually done in GUT theories [1], where, for instance, four
fermions effective interactions emerge by integrating out the heavy gauge fields [8]. At the
classical level the effective lagrangian for χ is
Leff = −1
2
∂νχ∂
νχ− 1
2
µ2χ2 − 1
4
(
λχ − 4a
2
λϕ
)
χ4 + ... , (2.5)
where the dots represent higher dimensional operators. The term a2χ4/λϕ is the contribu-
tion of the heavy mode. The result (2.5) was originally derived in [9], but here we want also
to study the effective theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking and we want to compare
it with the low energy limit of the fundamental theory.
8Also the quartic coupling (δϕ)2 χ2 gives a contribution to the operator χ4, but this is negligible in the
classical limit.
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For µ2 > 0, the minimum of the effective theory potential is for χ = 0. Instead for
µ2 < 0 we have
χ =
√√√√ −µ2
λχ − 4a2λϕ
(2.6)
and the fluctuation δχ over this background has the following mass squared:
M2(δχ) = −2µ2. (2.7)
This results will be not modified by the higher dimensional operator at the leading order9
in µ. The equations (2.6) and (2.7) represent the effective theory prediction for the VEV
and the spectrum in the phase where Z ′2 is broken.
On the other hand, a solution of the fundamental EOM, namely the EOM derived from
the fundamental lagrangian L, is
χ2 =
−µ2
λχ − 4a2λϕ
+O(µ3),
ϕ2 = −m
2
ϕ
λϕ
+
2aµ2
λϕλχ − 4a2 +O(µ
3) (2.8)
which is a small deformation of (2.2) at the leading non trivial order in µ and breaks the Z ′2
symmetry. Moreover the light mode which corresponds to this solution has a mass squared
−2µ2.
Therefore the effective theory prediction for the light mode VEV and spectrum is correct,
at the order µ, in this simple framework, but the heavy mode contribution is necessary in
order the effective theory prediction to be correct.
3 A More General Case
Now we want to extend the result of section 2 and ref [9] to a more general class of theories.
We consider a set of real D-dimensional scalars Φi with a general potential V : the lagrangian
is
L = −1
2
∂MΦi∂
MΦi − V (Φ), (3.1)
whereM,N, ... run over all the space-time dimensions, while µ, ν, ... and m,n, ... are respec-
tively the 4-dimensional and the internal coordinates indices. The EOM are
∂M∂
MΦi − ∂V
∂Φi
(Φ) = 0. (3.2)
We consider now a solution Φeff of (3.2) which preserves the 4-dimensional Poincare´ in-
variance and some internal symmetry group G; the corresponding mass squared eigenvalue
9The mass µ is small in the sense |µ| ≪ |mϕ|.
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problem for the 4-dimensional states is
−∂m∂mδΦi + ∂
2V
∂Φi∂Φj
(Φeff )δΦj =M
2δΦi, (3.3)
where δΦ is the fluctuation around Φeff . We assume that there are n normalizable solutions
Dl with small eigenvalues (M2 ∼ µ2), other, in principle infinite, solutions10 D˜hwith large
eigenvalues (M2 ≫ |µ2|) and nothing else. These hypothesis are needed in order to define
the concept of light KK modes.
We can expand the scalars Φi as follows
Φi = (Φeff )i + χl(x)Dli(y) + χ˜h(x)D˜hi(y), (3.4)
where χl and χ˜h are respectively the light and heavy KK modes. We choose the Dl and D˜h
in order that they form an orthonormal basis for the functions over the internal space:
〈Dl|Dl′〉 ≡
∫
dD−4yDli(y)Dl′i(y) = δll′ ,〈
D˜h|D˜h′
〉
≡
∫
dD−4yD˜hi(y)D˜h′i(y) = δhh′ ,〈
Dl|D˜h
〉
≡
∫
dD−4yDli(y)D˜hi(y) = 0. (3.5)
We note that χl and χ˜h could both belong to some non trivial representation of the internal
symmetry group G.
3.1 The Effective Theory Method
We construct now some relevant terms in the effective theory for the light KK modes χl.
Here ”relevant terms” mean relevant terms in the classical limit and in case we have a small
point of minimum of the order µ of the effective theory potential: we want to compare
the results of the effective theory for the light KK modes with the low energy limit of
the fundamental theory expanded around a vacuum which is a small perturbation of Φeff .
Further we calculate everything at leading non trivial order11 in µ. The relevant terms
can be computed by putting just the light KK modes in the action and performing the
integration over the extra dimensions and then by taking into account the effect of heavy
KK modes through the diagrams like figure 1. In order to calculate those diagrams, we give
the interactions between two light modes χl and one heavy mode χ˜h:
−1
2
(∫
dD−4yVijkDliDmjD˜hk
)
χlχmχ˜h, (3.6)
where we have used the notation
Vi1...iN ≡
∂NV
∂Φi1 ...∂ΦiN
(Φeff ) . (3.7)
10In principle h can be a discrete or a continuous variable.
11The µ mass scale is small in the sense |µ| is much smaller than the heavy masses.
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We get the following relevant terms in the effective theory potential U :
U(χ) = 1
2
clµ
2χlχl +
1
3
λ
(3)
lmpχlχmχp +
1
4
λ
(4)
lmpqχlχmχpχq + ... , (3.8)
where the dots represent non relevant terms, cl are dimensionless numbers and
λ
(3)
lmp ≡
1
2
∫
dD−4yVijkDliDmjDpk, (3.9)
λ
(4)
lmpq ≡
1
3!
(∫
dD−4yVijkk′DliDmjDpkDqk′
)
+ almpq, (3.10)
where the quantities almpq represent the heavy modes contribution and they are given by
almpq = clmpq + clpmq + clqpm (3.11)
and
clmpq ≡ −1
6
∫
dD−4ydD−4y′Vijk(y)Dli(y)Dmj(y)Gkk′(y, y′)Vi′j′k′(y′)Dpi′(y′)Dqj′(y′).
(3.12)
The object Gkk′ is the Green’s function for the mass squared operator at the left hand side
of (3.3) and it’s explicitly given by
Gkk′(y, y
′) =
∑
h
1
m2h
D˜hk(y)D˜hk′(y′), (3.13)
where m2h is the eigenvalue associated to the eigenfunction D˜h.
In the rest of this section we consider the predictions of the effective theory with spon-
taneous symmetry breaking. The potential (3.8) has to be considered as a generalization
of (2.5), which was originally derived in [9]. A non vanishing VEV breaks in general G to
some subgroup and it must satisfies
∂U
∂χl
= clµ
2χl + λ
(3)
lmpχmχp + λ
(4)
lmpqχmχpχq = 0. (3.14)
Since we require that χl goes to zero as µ goes to zero we have
χl = χl1 + χl2 + ... (3.15)
where χl1 is proportional to µ, χl2 is proportional to µ
2 and so on. At the order µ2 the
equations (3.14) reduce to
λ
(3)
lmpχm1χp1 = 0 (3.16)
which implies
λ
(3)
lmpχp1 = 0. (3.17)
While, at the order µ3, the equations (3.14) reduce to
clµ
2χl1 + λ
(4)
lmpqχm1χp1χq1 = 0, (3.18)
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where we have used the equations (3.17).
Finally the mass spectrum corresponding to a solution of (3.14) is given by the eigen-
values of the hessian matrix of U in that solution:
∂2U
∂χl∂χl′
= clµ
2δll′ + 2λ
(3)
ll′mχm + 3λ
(4)
ll′mqχmχq. (3.19)
If we assume, for simplicity, λ
(3)
ll′m = 0, which corresponds to the absence of cubic terms in
U , the leading order approximation of the hessian is simply given by
∂2U
∂χl∂χl′
= clµ
2δll′ + 3λ
(4)
ll′mqχm1χq1 +O(µ
3). (3.20)
In subsection 3.2 we show that this matrix, which represents the mass spectrum for the
light KK modes, and the equations (3.17) and (3.18) for the light modes VEVs are exactly
reproduced by a D-dimensional analysis.
3.2 D-dimensional analysis
Now we want to find a solution of (3.2) which is a small perturbation, of the order µ, of
Φeff and then we want to find the low energy mass spectrum of the fluctuations around
this solution. In general this solution will break G to some subgroup like a solution of
(3.14) does in the effective theory method. The explicit form of such solution in the simple
case of section 2 is given by (2.8) and the low energy mass spectrum in that simple case is
represented by the squared mass −2µ2; now we want to generalize these results.
Let’s consider the expansion (3.4); we observe that the statement that the solution is a
small perturbation of Φeff means
χl = χl1 + χl2 + ... ,
χ˜h = χ˜h1 + χ˜h2 + ... , (3.21)
that is there are no big µ−independent terms in χl and χ˜h. We consider now a Taylor
expansion of the equations (3.2) around Φeff :
∂m∂m
(
Φi − (Φeff )i
)
−
N∑
k=1
1
k!
Vii1...ik
(
Φi1 − (Φeff )i1
)
· ... ·
(
Φik − (Φeff )ik
)
+O(µN+1) = 0. (3.22)
At the order µ the equations (3.22) reduce to
(∂m∂mδij − Vij)
(
Φj − (Φeff )j
)
+O(µ2) = 0, (3.23)
which simply states
χ˜h1 = 0. (3.24)
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Moreover at the order µ2 the equations (3.22) imply
χ˜h2 (∂m∂mδij − Vij) D˜hj = 1
2
VijkDljDmkχl1χm1, (3.25)
which has two consequences: the first one is
λ
(3)
lmpχp1 = 0, (3.26)
which can be derived from (3.25) by projecting over Dl and it exactly reproduces (3.17) of
the effective theory method; the second consequence is
χ˜h2D˜hi′(y) = −1
2
χl1χm1
∫
dD−4y′Gi′i(y, y′)Vijk(y′)Dlj(y′)Dmk(y′), (3.27)
where G still represents the Green’s function for the operator at the left hand side of (3.3).
Now we can write the µ3 part of the equation (3.22) as follows
−clµ2χl1Dli −m2hχ˜h3D˜hi
−1
2
Vijkχl1Dlj
(
χ˜h2D˜hk + χm2Dmk
)
−1
2
Vijk
(
χl2Dlj + χ˜h2D˜hj
)
χm1Dmk
− 1
3!
Vijkk′DljDmkDpk′χl1χm1χp1 = 0. (3.28)
If one projects this equation over Dl and uses the equations (3.26) and (3.27) one gets
exactly the equations (3.18). Therefore, at the order µ, all the solutions of (3.14) are
reproduced by the D-dimensional analysis and viceversa. Moreover we observe that these
light KK modes VEVs, predicted by the effective theory, constitute approximate solutions
of the fundamental D-dimensional EOM at leading non trivial order because of the equation
(3.24), which states that the heavy KK modes VEVs are higher order quantity with respect
to the light KK modes VEVs.
Now we consider the mass squared eigenvalue problem which corresponds to a solution
Φ; moreover we assume for simplicity λ
(3)
lmp = 0, like in the effective theory method. This
eigenvalue problem is
OijδΦj ≡ −∂m∂mδΦi + ∂
2V
∂Φi∂Φj
(Φ)δΦj =M
2δΦi, (3.29)
where δΦi represents the fluctuations of the scalars around the solution Φ. We observe
now that the equation (3.29) can be considered a time-independent Schrodinger equation:
O is the hamiltonian and M2 the generic energy level. Moreover we can perform a Taylor
expansion of O around µ = 0:
O = O0 +O1 +O2 + ... . (3.30)
The operators O1 and O2 can be easily expressed just in terms of χl1 and χl2 by using
(3.4), (3.21) and the constraints (3.27) and (3.24) which come from the EOM. From the
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perturbation theory of quantum mechanics we know that the leading value of the low energy
mass spectrum is given by the eigenvalues of the following mass squared matrix:
M2ll′ ≡ All′ +Bll′ , (3.31)
where
All′ ≡< Dl|O2|Dl′ > (3.32)
and
Bll′ ≡ −
∑
h
1
m2h
< Dl|O1|D˜h >< D˜h|O1|Dl′ > . (3.33)
If one express the matrices A and B in terms12 of χl1 , one finds exactly the corresponding
result (3.20) predicted by the effective theory.
So we have two equivalent (at least at the leading non trivial order in µ) approaches to
study the breaking of G: the spontaneous symmetry breaking in the 4-dimensional effective
theory and the D-dimensional analysis. We stress that, like in the simple model of section
2, also in this more general case the heavy KK modes contribution in the effective theory
can’t be neglected if one wants to reproduce the D-dimensional result, even at the classical
level. In general this is true not only in scalar theories but also in theories which involve
gauge and gravitational interactions, as we illustrate in sections 4 and 5.
4 A 6D Gauge and Gravitational Theory
Now we consider a 6-dimensional field theory of gravity with a U(1) gauge invariance,
including a charged scalar field φ and eventually fermions. The bosonic action is13
SB =
∫
d6X
√
−G
[
1
κ2
R− 1
4
FMNF
MN − (∇Mφ)∗∇Mφ− V (φ)
]
, (4.1)
where R is the Ricci scalar, κ represents the 6-dimensional Planck scale, FMN is the field
strength of the U(1) gauge field AM , defined by
FMN = ∂MAN − ∂NAM (4.2)
and
∇Mφ = ∂Mφ+ ieAMφ, (4.3)
where e is the U(1) gauge coupling. Moreover V is a scalar potential and we choose
V (φ) = m2φ∗φ+ ξ(φ∗φ)2 + λ, (4.4)
where m2 and ξ are generical real constants, with the constraint ξ > 0 and λ represents the
6-dimensional cosmological constant.
12The dependence on χl2 disappears because we assume λ
(3)
lmp = 0, as one can easily check.
13Some conventions are fixed in appendix A.
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From the action (4.1) we can derive the general bosonic EOM. However we focus on
the following class of backgrounds, which are invariant under the 4-dimensional Poincare´
group:
ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν + gmn(y)dy
mdyn. (4.5)
A = Am(y)dy
m, (4.6)
φ = φ(y), (4.7)
where gmn is the metric of a 2-dimensional compact internal manifold K2; so the 6-
dimensional space-time manifold is (Minkowski)4×K2. By using (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), we
can write the bosonic EOM in the following form:
∇2φ−m2φ− 2ξ(φ∗φ)φ = 0,
∇mFmn + ie [φ∗∇nφ− (∇nφ)∗φ] = 0,
1
κ2
Rmn − 1
2
FmpF
p
n −
1
2
(∇mφ)∗∇nφ− 1
2
(∇nφ)∗∇mφ = 0,
1
4
F 2 − λ−m2φ∗φ− ξ(φ∗φ)2 = 0, (4.8)
where ∇2 ≡ ∇m∇m is the covariant laplacian over the internal manifold. The equations
(4.8) must be satisfied by the bosonic VEV.
We introduce also fermions and gauge invariant coupling with the scalar φ. In order to
do that it’s necessary to introduce at least a pair of 6-dimensional Weyl spinors ψ+ and
ψ−, where + and − refer here to the 6-dimensional chirality. We consider the following
fermionic action:
SF =
∫
d6X
√
−G
(
ψ+Γ
M∇Mψ+ + ψ−ΓM∇Mψ− + gY φ∗ψ+ψ− + gY φψ−ψ+
)
, (4.9)
where gY is a real Yukawa coupling constant. In (4.9) ∇M represents the covariant deriva-
tive acting on spinor, which includes the gauge and the spin connection; moreover our
conventions for ΓM are given in appendix A. The U(1) charge e+ and e− of ψ+ and ψ−
have to satisfy the condition e− = e+ + e coming from the gauge invariance of the Yukawa
terms. In the following we consider the choice e+ = e/2 and e− = 3e/2, corresponding to a
simple harmonic expansion for the compactification over (Minkowski)4 × S2. From (4.9)
we get the following EOM:
ΓM∇Mψ+ + gY φ∗ψ− = 0, ΓM∇Mψ− + gY φψ+ = 0. (4.10)
Now we define the following 4-dimensional Weyl spinors:
ψ±L =
1− γ5
2
ψ±, ψ±R =
1 + γ5
2
ψ±, (4.11)
where γ5 is the 4-dimensional chirality matrix. In terms of ψ±L and ψ±R the EOM, for a
(Minkowski)4 ×K2 background space-time, are14
14We rearrange the equations in a way that the left handed and right handed sector are split.
12
(
∂2 + 2∇+∇− − g2Y |φ|2
)
ψ+L −
√
2gY (∇+φ∗)ψ−L = 0,(
∂2 + 2∇−∇+ − g2Y |φ|2
)
ψ−L −
√
2gY (∇−φ)ψ+L = 0,(
∂2 + 2∇−∇+ − g2Y |φ|2
)
ψ+R +
√
2gY (∇−φ∗)ψ−R = 0,(
∂2 + 2∇+∇− − g2Y |φ|2
)
ψ−R +
√
2gY (∇+φ)ψ+R = 0, (4.12)
where ∂2 ≡ ηµν∂µ∂ν ,
∇± = 1√
2
(∇5 ± i∇6) (4.13)
and ∇5,6 are the covariant derivative components in an orthonormal basis. The equations
(4.12) will be used in order to compute the fermionic spectrum.
4.1 The SU(2)× U(1) Background Solution
An SU(2)× U(1)-invariant solution of (4.8) is [5]
ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν + a2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
)
, (4.14)
A =
n
2e
(cos θ − 1)dϕ ≡ − n
2e
e3(y), (4.15)
φ = 0, (4.16)
subject to the constraints
λ =
n2
8e2a4
=
1
κ2a2
, (4.17)
where n is a (integer) monopole number. So here we have K2 = S
2, and a is the radius of
S2. We introduce also an orthonormal basis in the internal cotangent space [5]:
e±(y) = ± i√
2
e±iϕ (dθ ± i sin θdϕ) . (4.18)
In the following we consider, just for simplicity, the case
n = 2. (4.19)
In fact for this value of the monopole charge we can find a very simple solution of the funda-
mental 6-dimensional EOMs (4.8) which is invariant under a U(1) subgroup of SU(2)×U(1);
this solution is discussed in section 5. Like in section 3 our purpose is in fact to construct
the 4-dimensional SU(2)×U(1)-invariant effective theory, study the spontaneous symmetry
breaking SU(2) × U(1) → U(1) and the Higgs mechanism in the effective theory and then
compare the results with the corresponding quantities predicted by the 6-dimensional the-
ory; therefore, in order to do that, one has to find a 6-dimensional U(1)-invariant solution
of the EOMs.
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If Φλ is a field with an integer or half-integer iso-helicity λ, we can perform an harmonic
expansion [5]:
Φλ(x, θ, φ) =
∑
l≥|λ|
∑
|m|≤l
Φlm(x)
√
2l + 1
4π
D(l)λm (θ, ϕ), (4.20)
where, for a given l, D(l)λm is a (2l + 1)× (2l + 1) unitary matrix. The D(l)λm were originally
introduced in [10] and our conventions are given in appendix A. For example φ has an
expansion like (4.20) with λ = 1.
The low energy 4-dimensional spectrum coming from the background (4.14), (4.15) and
(4.16) is given in the reference [5] for the spin-1 and spin-2 sectors. The massless sector
is the following: there are a graviton (helicities ±2, l = 0), a U(1) gauge field (helicities
±1, l = 0) coming from Vµ and a Yang-Mills SU(2) triplet (helicities ±1, l = 1) coming
from hµα and Vµ, where VM and hMN are the fluctuations of the gauge field and the metric
around the solution (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16). Regarding the scalar spectrum all the scalars
from GMN and AM have very large masses, of the order 1/a, and we can get only an
SU(2)-triplet from φ in the low energy spectrum if we choose m2 such that
|µ2| ≪ 1
a2
, (4.21)
where
µ2 ≡ − 1
a2
η ≡ m2 + 1
a2
. (4.22)
In fact −1/a2 is the eigenvalue of the laplacian operator acting on the harmonic with
l = 1 and λ = 1 , as one can check using the related formula of [5]. The parameter µ2 is
in fact the squared mass of the triplet from φ, and it can be in principle either positive or
negative. If (4.21) holds all the remaining scalars have masses at least of the order 1/a and
they don’t appear in the low energy theory. So we assume that (4.21) holds. Finally in order
to find the low energy fermionic spectrum we have to calculate the associated iso-helicities
by using the explicit expression for the background covariant derivative of ψ± along the
internal space:
∇mψ± =
(
∂m ± ωm1
2
γ5 + ie±Am
)
ψ±, (4.23)
where ωθ = 0, ωϕ =
i
a(cos θ − 1), e+ = e/2 and e− = 3e/2. We get
λ+L = 0, λ+R = 1, λ−L = 2, λ−R = 1 (4.24)
and the corresponding expansions are given by (4.20). So the equations (4.12) tell us that
there are 4 zero-modes: the l = 0, m = 0 mode in ψ+L and the l = 1, m = +1,−1, 0 in
ψ−R. So we have a massless SU(2) singlet from ψ+L and a massless SU(2) triplet from
ψ−R.
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4.2 The 4D SU(2)× U(1) Effective Lagrangian
and the Higgs Mechanism
Now we want to study the 4D effective theory: which is the 4-dimensional theory obtained
from the background (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) retaining only the low energy spectrum we
discussed at the end of subsection 4.1, that is the particles with masses much smaller than
1/a, and integrating out all the heavy modes, namely those with mass at least of the order
1/a. This is an SU(2)×U(1)-invariant theory, which includes a charged scalar, that we call
χ, in the 3-dimensional representation of SU(2), and, if we want, two Weyl spinors in the
11/2 and 33/2 of SU(2) × U(1). The background (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) is the analogous
of what we called Φeff in section 3. In this section we give only some relevant terms
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appearing in the lagrangian of this theory. In particular we calculate the scalar potential,
we study the Higgs mechanism, which is active only for µ2 < 0, and we give in this case the
masses of the spin-1, spin-0 and spin-1/2 particles.
Like in the general scalar theory of section 3, in the following we perform all the calcu-
lations at the order η. If we use the information regarding the low-energy spectrum which
we discussed at the end of subsection 4.1, we can construct some relevant terms of the 4D
effective theory through the following ansatz16
Ea(x) = Eaµ(x)dx
µ,
Eα(x, y) = eα(y)− κ
a
√
4π
W αˆµ (x)dx
µDααˆ(y),
A(x, y) = − n
2ea
e3(y)
+
1
a
√
4π
Vµ(x)dx
µ − nκ
2ea2
√
4π
U αˆµ (x)dx
µD3αˆ(y),
φ(x, y) =
1
a
√
3
4π
χαˆ(x)D−,αˆ(y),
ψ+R = ψ−L = 0,
ψ−R =
1
a
√
3
4π
ψαˆR(x)D−,αˆ(y),
ψ+L =
1
a
√
4π
ψL(x), (4.25)
where EA, A = 0, 1, 2, 3,+,−, are the 6-dimensional orthonormal 1-form basis, Eaµ is the
4-dimensional vielbein, Vµ is the 4-dimensional U(1) gauge field coming from Vµ, a linear
combination17 of Wµ and Uµ is the Yang-Mills SU(2) triplet [5] coming from hµα and Vµ;
finally ψL and ψR are the SU(2) fermion singlet and fermion triplet, respectively. Actually
the ansatz (4.25) is the background (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) plus some fluctuations, which
include all the light KK states.
Now we want to write some relevant terms of the effective lagrangian for χ by using
the light-mode ansatz (4.25) and by taking into account the heavy modes contribution.
15Here “relevant terms” has the same meaning as in the subsection 3.1.
16The ansatz (4.25) is a generalization of the zero-mode ansatz of [5], which doesn’t include scalar fields.
17The orthogonal linear combination has a large mass; we show this in appendix B.3.
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The scalar potential U in the 4D effective theory, including the bilinears and the quartic
interactions, is
U(χ) = µ2χ†χ+ (λH + c1λG)
(
χ†χ
)2 − λH + c2λG
3
∣∣∣χαˆgαˆβˆχβˆ
∣∣∣2 + ..., (4.26)
where c1 and c2 are dimensionless parameters,
λH ≡ 9
20πa2
ξ, λG ≡ 9κ
2
80πa4
(4.27)
and the dots represent higher order non relevant terms, for example terms with a product
of 6 χ or 8 χ. These terms don’t contribute to the VEV of χ as we want this VEV to be
of the order18 η1/2. In (4.26) we took into account that the quartic part of U comes from
the quartic term in the 6-dimensional potential V in (4.4) and from the contribution of the
heavy scalars, namely hαβ and Vα, through diagrams like figure 1. The latter contribution
is represented by c1λG and c2λG, the analogous of almpq in the equation (3.10). Moreover
we give also the expression for the gauge covariant derivative of χ:
Dµχ
αˆ = ∂µχ
αˆ + ig1Vµχ
αˆ + g2Aβˆµǫ αˆβˆγˆ χγˆ , (4.28)
where Aµ is defined in appendix B.3 and it represents the SU(2) Yang-Mills field, ǫγˆβˆαˆ is a
totally antisymmetric symbol with ǫ+−3 = i, and
g1 =
e√
4πa
, g2 =
√
3
16π
κ
a2
, (4.29)
are the 4-dimensional U(1) and SU(2) gauge couplings.
Therefore the complete lagrangian for χ is
Lχeff = − (Dµχ)†Dµχ− U(χ). (4.30)
Let’s look for the points of minimum of the order η1/2 of the potential U in (4.26). We
have a minimum, in the case µ2 < 0, for
χ1 = χ2 = 0, χ3 = v ≡
√√√√ −3µ2
4
[
λH +
1
2 (3c1 − c2)λG
] , (4.31)
which corresponds to the global minimum
U0 = 0 (4.32)
at the order η. This fact states that, at leading order, the 4-dimensional flatness condition
in the background is compatible with the procedure of the 4D effective theory. In fact U0
can be interpreted as a 4-dimensional cosmological constant and the flatness implies U0 = 0.
18The order η1/2 corresponds to the order µ because of equation (4.22).
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Instead for µ2 > 0 we don’t have any order parameter because the global minimum U0 = 0
corresponds to χ = 0.
If we take, for µ2 < 0, the vacuum (4.31), SU(2) × U(1) breaks to U(1)3, where U(1)3
is the U(1)-subgroup of SU(2) generated by its third generator. The gauge field of U(1)
and SU(2) are respectively Vµ and Aµ; before Higgs mechanism these gauge field are of
course massless as one can see by looking at their bilinear lagrangian given in appendix B.3.
From (4.30) and (4.28) we can calculate the masses of these vector fields in the 4D effective
theory after the Higgs mechanism. We get a massless vector field A3µ, which corresponds to
the unbroken U(1)3 gauge symmetry. Instead Vµ and A±µ acquire respectively the following
squared masses
M2V =
3e2
8πa2
−µ2
λH +
1
2 (3c1 − c2)λG
, (4.33)
M2V± =
9e2
16πa2
−µ2
λH +
1
2 (3c1 − c2)λG
, (4.34)
where the subscript V indicates that we’re dealing with vector particles. Moreover, in the
spin-0 sector, we have two physical scalar fields: a real scalar and a complex one, which is
charged under the residual U(1)3 symmetry. Their squared masses are respectively
M2S = −2µ2, (4.35)
M2S± = −µ2
λH + c2λG
λH +
1
2 (3c1 − c2)λG
. (4.36)
Finally we can determine the fermionic spectrum by examining the fermionic lagrangian in
the effective theory:
LFeff = ψLγµDµψL + ψRγµDµψR + g4ψLχ†ψR + g4ψRχψL, (4.37)
where
g4 =
gY
a
√
4π
. (4.38)
The result is a neutral Dirac fermion, with squared mass
M2F =
3g2Y
16πa2
−µ2
λH +
1
2 (3c1 − c2)λG
, (4.39)
and a pair of massless right-handed Weyl fermions. We observe that the mass spectrum that
we gave here is parametrized by the ci. Of course these constants are not free parameters but
they can be in principle computed by evaluating explicitly the heavy modes contribution.
In the rest of this paper we don’t compute the ci but we prove that the 4D effective theory
without heavy modes contribution, that is ci = 0, is not correct because it predicts a wrong
VEV of the light KK scalars and a wrong mass spectrum.
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5 Symmetry Breaking in the 6D Theory
Now we perform a 6-dimensional (or geometrical) analysis of spontaneous symmetry break-
ing: this method corresponds to the contents of section 3 for scalar theories. Of course we
perform all the calculations at the order η, as in the effective theory method.
The most simple solution, up to higher order terms in η, that we find is similar to the
background which appears in the reference [11] 19 :
ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν + a2
[
(1 + |η|β sin2 θ)dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
]
,
A = −1
e
e3,
φ = η1/2α exp (iϕ) sin θ, (5.1)
where β ≡ κ2|α|2. As required, for η = 0 this background reduces to the background of
subsection 4.1. The value of φ in (5.1) is proportional to the harmonic D−,0, that is the
harmonic with l = 1, λ = 1 and m = 0. In order that (5.1) is a solution, up to O(η3/2), it
is necessary that (4.17) holds and |α|2 is given by the following equation:
1
a2
η
∫
D∗φ+
∫
D∗L2φ = 2ξ
∫
D∗|φ|2φ, (5.2)
where D is D−,0 and L2φ is the function proportional to η3/2 in the expansion of ∇2φ in
powers of η1/2. Further in (5.2) the integrals are performed with the round S2 measure. The
equation (5.2) can be derived by putting (5.1) in the Klein-Gordon equation. For µ2 < 0
the equation (5.2) has a solution for
λH > λG, (5.3)
where λH and λG are defined by (4.27), while, for µ
2 > 0, we have a solution for
λH < λG. (5.4)
Whether µ2 > 0 or µ2 < 0, the solution of (5.2) is
|α|2 = 5|8ξa2 − 2κ2| =
9
32πa4
1
|λH − λG| . (5.5)
Note that here we have symmetry breaking for both signs of µ2. This is not so interesting
because the solution with µ2 > 0 is unstable, as it is discussed in subsection 5.2. We want
to stress that the value of |α|2 predicted by the 4D effective theory is not equal to (5.5) if
we neglect the heavy modes contribution to the effective theory, namely for ci = 0: indeed
in this case the effective theory predicts a value of |α|2 equal to
|α|2eff =
9
32πa4
1
λH
, (5.6)
19This solution was discussed in reference [11], but incorrectly.
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which is equal to (5.5) only for λG = 0. However from (4.27) it’s clear that λG cannot be
taken equal to zero. Therefore we have already proved that the heavy modes contribution
is needed at least for the light mode VEV. We shall prove that this is the case also for the
mass spectrum.
As required the background (5.1) has the symmetry
U(1)3 ⊂ SU(2). (5.7)
So the 4-dimensional effective low energy theory, which follows from this background, is
U(1)3-invariant and comparing these results with the effective theory predictions makes
sense.
We note that the symmetry breaking (5.7) is associated, in the 6-dimensional theory, to
a geometrical deformation of the internal space. Further we observe that (5.1) tell us the
heavy modes VEVs are higher order corrections with respect to the light modes VEVs like
in the scalar theories of section 3.
Now we calculate the low energy vector, scalar and fermion spectrum by analyzing the
4-dimensional bilinear lagrangian for the fluctuations around the solution (5.1).
5.1 Spin-1 Spectrum
The spin-1 spectrum can be calculated in a way similar to the light mode ansatz (4.25).
However it must be noted that the sectors with different l no longer decouple for η 6= 0,
but the mixing terms are of the order η and they give negligible corrections of the order
η2 to the vector boson masses. These facts are evident from the general formula of [12].
So we can neglect the modes with l > 1 in the calculation of spin-1 spectrum. Therefore
we can compute the vector boson masses by putting the following ansatz in the action and
integrating over the extra dimensions:
Ea(x) = Eaµ(x)dx
µ,
Eα(x, y) = eα(y, η)− κ
a
√
4π
W αˆµ (x)dx
µDααˆ(y),
A(x, y) = − 1
ea
e3(y)
+
1
a
√
4π
Vµ(x)dx
µ − κ
ea2
√
4π
U αˆµ (x)dx
µD3αˆ(y),
φ(x, y) = η1/2α exp (iϕ) sin θ, (5.8)
where eα(y, η) is the orthonormal basis for the 2-dimensional metric in (5.1): :
e±(y, η) = ± i√
2
e±iϕ
[(
1 + |η|β
2
sin2 θ
)
dθ ± i sin θdϕ
]
. (5.9)
In (5.8) we consider the spin-1 fluctuations but we don’t consider the spin-0 fluctuations,
because they are not necessary for the calculation of vector boson masses. It’s important
to note that in (5.8) the VEV of Eα is eα(y, η), it’s not eα(y) as in (4.25).
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From (5.8) it follows that some of the previous (η = 0) massless states acquire masses
for η 6= 0. Up to O(η3/2), the U(1) gauge boson (l = 0) has the mass squared
M2V = η
20
3
e2
8ξa2 − 2κ2 =
3e2
8πa2
−µ2
λH − λG , (5.10)
while the Yang-Mills triplet A (l = 1) is separated in a massless gauge boson, which is
associated to U(1)3 gauge invariance, and a couple of massive vector fields with the same
mass squared
M2V± = η
10e2
8ξa2 − 2κ2 =
9e2
16πa2
−µ2
λH − λG . (5.11)
By comparing (5.10) and (5.11) with (4.33) and (4.34), we get that the heavy modes con-
tribution is needed in the effective theory. However we observe that the ratio M2V /M
2
V ± is
correctly predicted by the 4D effective theory for every ci.
Since the computation of vector bosons masses is complicated we present it explicitly.
In order to prove (5.10) and (5.11) it’s useful to split the action in four terms:
SB = SR + SF + Sλ + Sφ, (5.12)
where
SR =
∫
d6X
√
−G 1
κ2
R, (5.13)
SF = −1
4
∫
d6X
√−GF 2, (5.14)
Sλ =
∫
d6X
√−G (−λ) , (5.15)
Sφ =
∫
d6X
√
−G
[
− (∇Mφ)∗∇Mφ− V (φ)
]
. (5.16)
In appendix B we prove that the contributions coming from SR and SF vanish, so only
Sφ contributes to the spin-1 masses up to O(η
3/2). The same low-energy spin-1 masses in
(5.10) and (5.11) can be obtained also by using the general formula of [12], which contains
all the bilinear terms in the light cone gauge. The light cone gauge advantage is that the
sectors with different spin decouple. However the derivation that we presented here shows
that the unique contribution (at the leading order) to the spin-1 masses comes from Sφ,
like in the effective theory approach. This explains why the ratio M2V /M
2
V ± is correctly
predicted by the 4D effective theory for every values of ci.
5.2 Spin-0 Spectrum
We choose the light cone gauge [12, 13] in order to evaluate the spin-0 spectrum. In
this gauge we have just two independent values for the indexes µ, ν, ... which label the 4-
dimensional coordinates. The bilinears for the fluctuations over the solution (5.1) can be
simply computed with the general formula of [12]. For our model the helicity-0 L0 part is
given by
L0 = L0(φ, φ) + L0(h, h) + L0(V,V) + L0(φ, h) + L0(φ,V) + L0(h,V), (5.17)
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where
L0(φ, φ) = φ∗∂2φ+ φ∗∇2φ−
[
m2 + (4ξ + e2)|Φ|2 + κ2 (∇mΦ)∗∇mΦ
]
|φ|2
−1
2
{[
(2ξ − e2) (Φ∗)2 + κ2 (∇mΦ∇mΦ)∗
]
φ2 + c. c.
}
, (5.18)
L0(h, h) = 1
4κ2
{
hmn∂
2hmn + hmn∇2hmn + 2R klmn hml hnk
+κ2hkshmnF
kmF sn − 2κ2hlmhln
[
1
2
FmkF
nk + (∇mΦ)∗∇nΦ
]
+
1
2
hii∂
2hjj +
1
2
hii∇2hjj
}
, (5.19)
L0(V,V) = 1
2
{
Vm∂2Vm + Vm∇2Vm −RmnVmVn
−2e2|Φ|2VmVm − κ2
(
FmlV l
)2}
, (5.20)
L0(φ, h) = ∇lhlmφ∗∇mΦ+ hmn (∇mφ)∗∇nΦ+ c. c. , (5.21)
L0(φ,V) = 2ieVmφ∗∇mΦ− κ2F lmVmφ∗∇lΦ+ c. c. , (5.22)
L0(h,V) = Vn
(
∇mhlnF lm − hml ∇mF l n
)
, (5.23)
where Φ and φ are the background and the fluctuation of the 6-dimensional scalar. In
this vanishing-helicity sector, it turns out that we have not only mixing terms of the order
η but also mixing terms of the order η1/2, coming from L0(φ, h) and L0(φ,V). So now
we can’t neglect the mixing between the sectors with different values of l, as we did in
the helicity ±1 sector. If we integrate these bilinears over the extra-dimensions we get
an infinite dimensional squared mass matrix. However we are interested only in the light
masses, therefore we can use the perturbation theory of quantum mechanics in order to
extract the correction of the order η to the masses of the 6 real scalars which are massless
for η = 0. We already used this method for the computation of the mass spectrum in the
scalar theories of section 3. We explain now how to use it in this framework.
Formally we can write the bilinears L0 of the scalar fields in this way
L0 = 1
2
S†∂2S − 1
2
S†OS, (5.24)
where S is an array which includes all the scalar fluctuations; we choose
S =


φ
φ∗
h++
h−−
h+−
V+
V−


. (5.25)
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We have just to solve a 2-dimensional eigenvalue problem for the squared mass operator20
O:
OS =M2S. (5.26)
In particular we want to find the 6 values of M2 which go to zero as η goes to zero. Since
we’re working at the order η we decompose O as follows
O = O0 +O1 +O2, (5.27)
where O0 doesn’t depend on η, O1 is proportional to η1/2 and O2 is proportional to η. From
the perturbation theory of quantum mechanics in the degenerate case we know that the 6
values of M2 we are interested in are the eigenvalues of the following 6× 6 matrix21:
M2ij = −
∑
i˜
< i|O1 |˜i >< i˜|O1|j >
M2
i˜
+ < i|O2|j >, (5.28)
where |i >, i = 1, ...6 represent the 6 orthonormal eigenfunctions of O0 with vanishing
eigenvalue and they have the form
|i >=


φ
φ∗
0
.
.
.
0


. (5.29)
Moreover |˜i > are all the remaining orthonormal eigenfunctions of O0 and M2i˜ the cor-
responding eigenvalues. We note that the matrix elements < i|O1 |˜i > are non vanishing
for
|˜i >=


0
0
h++
h−−
h+−
V+
V−


. (5.30)
Further the operator O1 modifies the integration measure just by a factor proportional
to the harmonics D(1), therefore we need just a finite subset of |˜i > for the evaluation of
M2ij , namely those constructed through the harmonics with l = 0, 1, 2, which are given in
appendix A. An explicit form for |i > and |˜i >, and the preliminary computations of the 6
eigenvalues we are interested in, are given in appendix C.
20The matrix elements of O can be computed by comparing (5.24) with the explicit expression of L0.
21Like in section 3 we use the Dirac notation; for two states |S1 > and |S2 > and for an operator A,
< S1|A|S2 > represents
∫
S†1AS2, where the integral is performed with the round S
2 metric.
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We give here just the final result: we have two unphysical scalar fields (a real and a
complex one) which form the helicity-0 component of the massive vector fields; they have
in fact the same squared masses given in (5.10) and (5.11), as it’s required by Lorentz
invariance, which is not manifest in the light cone gauge. Then we have a physical real
scalar and a physical complex scalar, charged under the residual U(1) symmetry, with
squared masses given respectively by (for µ2 < 0)
M2S = −2µ2,
M2S± = −µ2
λH + λG
λH − λG . (5.31)
For µ2 > 0, we get a negative value forM2S , therefore the corresponding solution is unstable.
Note that the squared massM2S has exactly the same expression as in the 4D effective theory,
for every ci. But for ci = 0, which corresponds to neglecting the heavy modes contribution,
the effective theory prediction forM2S± in (4.36) is not equal to the correct value (5.31). We
note that this is a physical inequivalence because the ratio M2S/M
2
S±, which is in principle
a measurable quantity, is not correctly predicted by the 4D effective theory without the
heavy modes contribution. More precisely the effective theory prediction for M2S/M
2
S±, in
the case ci = 0, is always greater than the correct value.
5.3 Spin-1/2 Spectrum
The spin-1/2 spectrum can be calculated by linearizing the equation of motion (4.12): for
n = 2 we get (
∂2 + 2∇+∇− − g2Y |Φ|2
)
ψ+L = 0,(
∂2 + 2∇−∇+ − g2Y |Φ|2
)
ψ−L = 0,(
∂2 + 2∇−∇+ − g2Y |Φ|2
)
ψ+R +
√
2gY (∇+Φ)∗ ψ−R = 0,(
∂2 + 2∇+∇− − g2Y |Φ|2
)
ψ−R +
√
2gY∇+Φψ+R = 0, (5.32)
where Φ represents again the background of the 6-dimensional scalar, namely the third
line of (5.1), and the covariant derivatives are evaluated with the background metric and
background gauge field given by the first and the second line of (5.1). These covariant
derivatives are in the ± basis defined by (5.9) and it includes the modified spin connection
when it acts on spinors:
∇αψ±R = emα (y, η)
(
∂m ± ωm1
2
+ ie±Am
)
ψ±R, (5.33)
∇αψ±L = emα (y, η)
(
∂m ∓ ωm1
2
+ ie±Am
)
ψ±L, (5.34)
where ωθ = 0, ωϕ ≡ ω +ϕ + is given in equation (B.13) and the value of the charges e± and
the iso-helicities22 of the fermions are given at the end of subsection 4.1. There we give
22For η 6= 0 we adopt the same harmonic expansion as in the η = 0 case; this gives the correct result for
the fermionic masses squared at the order η.
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also the fermionic massless spectrum for η = 0: an SU(2) singlet from ψ+L and an SU(2)
triplet from ψ−R.
From (5.32) it’s clear that the left handed sector doesn’t present mixing terms of the
order η1/2 but only of the order η. Therefore the calculation of the squared mass M2F of
the light fermion coming from ψ+L is quite easy. The result is
M2F =
3g2Y
16πa2
−µ2
λH − λG . (5.35)
Instead the evaluation of the right-handed spectrum is complicated by the presence of
mixing terms of the order η1/2, as in the scalar sector. Therefore we use the perturbation
theory of quantum mechanics also in the fermion right-handed sector. Formally we can
write the eigenvalue equation for the mass squared operator O acting in the right-handed
sector as follows
OFR =M2FR, (5.36)
where FR is an array which includes both the right-handed fermions; we choose
FR =
(
ψ+R
ψ−R
)
. (5.37)
One can easily compute O acting on FR by performing the substitution ∂2 → M2 in the
last two equations of (5.32). Then we can proceed as in the scalar spectrum, performing the
decomposition (5.27). However in this case the matrix M2ij in (5.28) is a 3×3 matrix as the
number of zero modes for η = 0 in the right-handed sector is 3. Like in the scalar spectrum
we need only those |˜i > vectors made of harmonics with l ≤ 2, because the operator O1
modifies the integration measure just by a factor proportional to the harmonics D(1). In
appendix D we give an expression for the |i >, i = 1,−1, 0, vectors, for the |˜i > vectors
and the M2
i˜
eigenvalues for the relevant values of l: l = 1, 2. Here we give the final result:
the right-handed low energy spectrum has a pair of massless right-handed fermions as in
the 4D effective theory, which have opposite charge under the residual U(1) symmetry, and
a massive right-handed fermion with the same squared mass given in (5.35). This right-
handed fermion together with the massive left-handed fermion form a massive Dirac spinor
with mass MF .
Also in the fermionic sector we note that the heavy modes contribution is needed in
order that the effective theory reproduces the correct 6-dimensional result; this sentence is
evident if one compares the effective theory prediction (4.39) with the correct result (5.35).
6 Summary and Conclusions
The principal result of this paper is that the contribution of the heavy KK modes to the
effective 4-dimensional action is necessary in order to reproduce the correct D-dimensional
predictions concerning the light KK modes. We have calculated such a contribution for a
class of scalar theories. However this result holds in a more general framework. In order to
show this, we have studied a 6-dimensional gauge and gravitational theory which involves a
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Squared Mass 4D Effective Theory 6D Theory
M2V
3e2
8pia2
−µ2
λH
3e2
8pia2
−µ2
λH−λG
M2V±
9e2
16pia2
−µ2
λH
9e2
16pia2
−µ2
λH−λG
M2S −2µ2 −2µ2
M2S± −µ2 −µ2 λH+λGλH−λG
M2F
3g2Y
16pia2
−µ2
λH
3g2Y
16pia2
−µ2
λH−λG
M2F± 0 0
Table 1: The spectra predicted by the 4D effective theory without heavy modes contribution (ci = 0) and
by the 6D theory.
complex scalar and, possibly, fermions. In particular we have considered the compactifica-
tion over S2, for a particular value of the monopole number (n = 2), and the construction
of a 4D SU(2)× U(1) effective theory. The latter contains a scalar triplet of SU(2) which,
through an Higgs mechanism, gives masses to the vector, scalar and fermion fields. An
explicit expressions for these masses and for the VEV of the scalar triplet was found at
the leading order in the small mass ratio µ/M , where M is the lightest heavy mass. On
the other hand, for n = 2, we found a simple perturbative solution of the fundamental 6-
dimensional EOMs with the same symmetry of the 4D effective theory in the broken phase.
This solution presents a deformation of the internal space S2 to an ellipsoid, which has isom-
etry group U(1) instead of SU(2). Moreover we computed the corresponding vector, scalar
and fermion spectrum with quantum mechanics perturbation theory technique. We have
demonstrated by direct calculation that these quantities, computed in the 6-dimensional
approach, are equal to the corresponding predictions of the 4D effective theory only if the
contribution of the heavy KK modes are taken into account. In table 1 we give the spectrum
predicted by the 4D effective theory for ci = 0, namely, without heavy KK modes contri-
bution, and the low energy spectrum predicted by the 6-dimensional theory for the stable
(µ2 < 0) solution, that we gave in the text. We observe that ratios of masses which involve
only vector and fermion excitations are correctly predicted by the 4D effective theory even
without the heavy KK modes contribution. But the ratios of masses which involve at least
one scalar mode are not correctly predicted and the error is measured by λG/λH , where
λG and λH are defined in equations (4.27). We can roughly estimate the magnitude of this
disagreement: if we require g1 and g2 in (4.29) to be of the order of 1 and we consider also
the relation between κ and the 4-dimensional Planck length κ4
4πa2
κ2
=
1
κ24
, (6.1)
we get that
√
κ, e and a are all of the order of κ4. So roughly speaking the condition
λG/λH ≪ 1 becomes λH ≫ 1, which is a strong coupling regime. Therefore we can’t
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probably neglect the heavy KK modes contribution and believe in the perturbation theory
of quantum field theory at the same time.
Finally we note that there’s a value of c1 and c2 (c1 = −1/3, c2 = 1) such that the
effective theory VEV and vector, scalar and fermion spectrum turn out to be correct,
namely, they are equal to the corresponding quantities given in section 5. This is a sign
of the equivalence between the geometrical approach, which involves the deformed internal
space geometry, to the spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Higgs mechanism in the
4D effective theory. In particular the heavy KK modes contribution can be interpreted
in a geometrical way as the internal space deformation of the 6-dimensional solution: in
fact if we put β = 0 but we keep α 6= 0 in (5.1), which corresponds to neglecting the S2
deformation, we get exactly the VEV and the spectrum predicted by the 4D effective theory
without heavy KK modes contribution.
Possible uses of our work can be its extension to the case which resembles more the stan-
dard electro-weak theory. The latter could be for instance the 6D gauge and gravitational
theory of this paper, compactified over S2 but with monopole number n = 1; in this case
we have in fact an Higgs doublet in the 4D effective theory. Other interesting applications
could be models without fundamental scalars, which, in some sense, geometrize the Higgs
mechanism or the context of supersymmetric version of 6D gauge and gravitational theories.
Such supersymmetric theories have been recently investigated in connection with attempts
to find a solution to the cosmological dark energy problem, a summary of which can be
found in [14].
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Appendix
A Conventions and Notations
We choose the signature −,+,+,+, ... for the metric GMN . The Riemann tensor is defined
as follows
RRMNS = ∂MΓ
R
NS − ∂NΓRMS + ΓRMPΓPNS − ΓRNPΓPMS, (A.1)
where the Γ′s are the Levi-Civita connection. While the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar
RMN = R
P
PMN , R = G
MNRMN . (A.2)
Our choice for the 6-dimensional gamma matrices is
Γµ =
(
0 γµ
γµ 0
)
, Γ5 =
(
0 γ5
γ5 0
)
, Γ6 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, (A.3)
where the γµ are the 4-dimensional gamma matrices and γ5 the 4-dimensional chirality
matrix.
We define the harmonics D(l)λm as proportional to the matrix element
〈l, λ| eiϕQ3ei(pi−θ)Q2eiϕQ3 |l,m〉 , (A.4)
where the Qj, j = 1, 2, 3, are the generators of SU(2):
[Qj , Qk] = iǫjklQl, (A.5)
where ǫjkl is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol with ǫ123 = 1. Moreover |l,m〉 is
the eigenvector of
∑
j Q
2
j with eigenvalue l(l+1) and the eigenvector of Q3 with eigenvalue
m.
We introduce also D(l)λ,m ≡ D(l)−λm and, for l = 1, Dλ,m ≡ D(1)λ,m; our choice is
Dαˆ,βˆ(θ, ϕ) =


1
2(cos θ + 1)
1
2(cos θ − 1)e−2iϕ − 1√2 sin θe−iϕ
1
2(cos θ − 1)e2iϕ 12 (cos θ + 1) − 1√2 sin θeiϕ
1√
2
sin θeiϕ 1√
2
sin θe−iϕ cos θ

 . (A.6)
In (A.6) the first, second and third rows correspond to αˆ = +,−, 3, the first, second and
third columns to βˆ = +,−, 3.
While our choice for D(2)λ,m is
D(2)λ,2(θ, ϕ) =


1
4 (1 + cos θ)
2
−12 sin θ(1 + cos θ)eiϕ√
3
8 sin
2 θe2iϕ
−12 sin θ(1− cos θ)e3iϕ
1
4 (1− cos θ)2 e4iϕ


, D(2)λ,1(θ, ϕ) =


−12 sin θ(1 + cos θ)e−iϕ
1
2 (1− cos θ − 2 cos2 θ)√
3
2 sin θ cos θe
iϕ
1
4(4 cos
2 θ − 2 cos θ − 2)e2iϕ
1
2 sin θ(1− cos θ)e3iϕ


,
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D(2)λ,0(θ, ϕ) =


√
3
8 sin
2 θe−2iϕ√
3
2 sin θ cos θe
−iϕ
1
2(3 cos
2 θ − 1)
−
√
3
2 sin θ cos θe
iϕ√
3
8 sin
2 θe2iϕ


, D(2)λ,−1(θ, ϕ) =


−12 sin θ(1− cos θ)e−3iϕ
1
4 (4 cos
2 θ − 2 cos θ − 2)e−2iϕ
−
√
3
2 sin θ cos θe
−iϕ
1
2(1− cos θ − 2 cos2 θ)
1
2 sin θ(1 + cos θ)e
iϕ


,
D(2)λ,−2(θ, ϕ) =


1
4 (1− cos θ)2 e−4iϕ
1
2 sin θ(1− cos θ)e−3iϕ√
3
8 sin
2 θe−2iϕ
1
2 sin θ(1 + cos θ)e
−iϕ
1
4 (1 + cos θ)
2


,
where λ is the row index.
B Spin-1 Mass Terms from SF and SR
B.1 SF Contribution
In this subsection we write the contribution of
SF ≡ −1
4
∫
d6X
√−GF 2 (B.1)
to the bilinear terms of V , U and W . By direct computation we get kinetic terms for V
and U and some mass terms for U and W :
−1
4
∫
d2ydet (eαm)F
2 = −1
4
VµνV
µνK − 1
6
U αˆµνU
µνβˆKαˆβˆ
−2
3
U αˆµU
µβˆM
(1)
αˆβˆ
+
4
3
U αˆµW
µβˆM
(2)
αˆβˆ
− 2
3
W αˆµW
µβˆM
(3)
αˆβˆ
+ ..., (B.2)
where the 4-dimensional curved indices µ and ν are contracted with the 4-dimensional
metric gµν , the dots are constant terms and interaction terms, moreover
Vµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ, U αˆµν = ∂µU αˆν − ∂νU αˆµ (B.3)
and
K =
1
4πa2
∫
d2y det (eαm) , Kαˆβˆ =
3
4π
(
κ√
2ea2
)2 ∫
d2y det (eαm) D3αˆD3βˆ ,
M
(1)
αˆβˆ
=
3
8π
(
κ√
2ea2
)2 ∫
d2y det (eαm) g
mn∂mD3αˆ∂nD3βˆ
M
(2)
αˆβˆ
= − 3κ
2
16πea3
∫
d2y det (eαm) ∂mD3αˆDαβˆenαgmqFnq
M
(3)
αˆβˆ
=
3κ2
16πa2
∫
d2y det (eαm) Dααˆemα Dββˆe
p
βF
n
p Fmn. (B.4)
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The results (B.4) are valid for all background eα and e3. We use the SU(2) × U(1) back-
ground in the subsection B.3, the U(1)3 background in the subsection B.4.
B.2 SR Contribution
In this subsection we write the contribution of
SR ≡
∫
d6X
√
−G 1
κ2
R (B.5)
to the bilinear terms of W . The complete contribution of SR to the 4-dimensional action
is given in [15] in the case of non deformed background solutions. Here we need explicit
expressions, at least for the bilinears, which are also valid for deformed solutions. We get a
kinetic term and a mass term of W : up to a total derivative we have
∫
d2y
1
κ2
det (eαm) R = −
1
6
W αˆµνW
µνβˆK ′
αˆβˆ
+W αˆµW
µβˆM
(4)
αˆβˆ
+ ..., (B.6)
where the dots include constant and interaction terms; moreover
W αˆµν = ∂µW
αˆ
ν − ∂νW αˆµ , (B.7)
and
K ′
αˆβˆ
=
3
8πa2
∫
d2y det (eαm) DααˆDββˆgαβ ,
M
(4)
αˆβˆ
=
1
4πa2
∫
d2y det (eαm)
[
∂nDααˆDββˆ
(
−emα ω γm βenγ − gαδgnmω δm β + 2enαemγ ω γm β
)
+
+DααˆDββˆ
(
−1
2
ω γn αe
m
γ ω
δ
m βe
n
δ −
1
2
ω δn αg
nmωmδβ + ω
δ
n αe
n
δω
γ
m βe
m
γ
)
+∂nDααˆ∂mDββˆ
(
−1
2
emα e
n
β + e
n
αe
m
β −
1
2
gαβg
nm
)]
, (B.8)
where ω αn β is the 2-dimensional spin connection for e
α
n. The results (B.8) are also valid for
every background eα and e3. We use the SU(2) × U(1) background in the subsection B.3,
the U(1)3 background in the subsection B.4.
B.3 The case of SU(2)× U(1) background
We use now the SU(2) × U(1) background, that is η = 0. This computation is performed
in [5]. We have the following bilinear terms for V , U and W :
−1
4
VµνV
µν − 1
6
U αˆµνU
µν
αˆ −
1
6
W αˆµνW
µν
αˆ
− 2
3a2
(Uµαˆ −Wµαˆ)
(
Uµαˆ −W µαˆ
)
. (B.9)
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If we define
A =
√
1
3
(W + U),
X =
√
1
3
(W − U), (B.10)
we can write (B.9) as follows
−1
4
VµνV
µν − 1
4
AαˆµνAµναˆ
−1
4
XαˆµνX
µν
αˆ −
2
a2
XµαˆX
µαˆ, (B.11)
So A is a massless field, in fact it’s the SU(2) Yang-Mills field [5], while X is a massive field
which can be neglected in the low-energy limit.
B.4 The Case of U(1)3 Background
Let’s consider now the solution (5.1). First we note that SR and SF don’t give mass terms
for V ; so the only source for the mass of V is Sφ.
We want to prove now that also the SU(2) Yang-Mills fields masses don’t receive con-
tributions from SR and SF . First we give the bilinears for U and W , which come from SR
and SF :
−1
6
U αˆµνU
µνβˆgαˆβˆ (1 + |η|βkαˆ)−
1
6
W αˆµνW
µνβˆgαˆβˆ
(
1 + |η|βk′αˆ
)
−2
3
U αˆµU
µβˆgαˆβˆ
(
1 + |η|βm(1)αˆ
)
+
4
3
U αˆµW
µβˆgαˆβˆ
(
1 + |η|βm(2)αˆ
)
−2
3
W αˆµW
µβˆgαˆβˆ
(
1 + |η|βm(3)αˆ
)
,
(B.12)
where
k+ = k− =
2
5
, k3 =
1
5
, k′+ = k
′
− =
3
10
, k′3 =
2
5
,
m
(1)
+ = m
(1)
− =
1
5
, m
(1)
3 = −
2
5
,
m
(2)
+ = m
(2)
− = −
1
20
, m
(2)
3 = −
2
5
, m
(3)
+ = m
(3)
− = −
3
10
, m
(3)
3 = −
2
5
.
In order to prove (B.12) it’s useful to use the following formula for the background spin
connection:
ω +ϕ + = −ω −ϕ − =
i
a
(cos θ − 1− 1
2
|η|β cos θ sin2 θ) (B.13)
and ω −ϕ + = ω
+
ϕ − = 0.
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Now we define X and A as follows(
1 +
|η|β
2
k′αˆ
)
W αˆ =
√
3
2
(
cos θαˆηX
αˆ + sin θαˆηAαˆ
)
,
(
1 +
|η|β
2
kαˆ
)
U αˆ =
√
3
2
(
− sin θαˆηXαˆ + cos θαˆηAαˆ
)
, (B.14)
where the angle θαˆη is defined by
cos θαˆη =
1 + |η|βδαˆ√
2
, sin θαˆη =
1− |η|βδαˆ√
2
, (B.15)
and the quantities δαˆ are not still fixed. It’s simple to check that the kinetic terms for X
and A are in the standard form for every δαˆ up to O(η3/2). The definition (B.14) reduce to
(B.10) for η = 0.
If we choose
δαˆ =
1
8
(
m
(3)
αˆ − k′αˆ −m(1)αˆ + kαˆ
)
(B.16)
we have no mass terms for A coming from SR + SF .
So the only source for the spin-1 low energy spectrum is Sφ and the result is given in
equations (5.10) and (5.11).
C Explicit Calculation of Spin-0 Spectrum for the 6D Theory
As we pointed out in the text, in order to find the spin-0 spectrum the expression of the
|i >, i = 1, ..., 6, vectors is needed; these are defined by O0|i >= 0, which is equivalent to
∇2φ+ φ/a2 = 0, where ∇2φ is the laplacian over the charged scalar φ, calculated with the
round S2 metric. Our choice for the orthonormal vectors23 |i > is
|1 >= 1√
2


√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,1√
3
4pi
(
D(1)−1,1
)∗
0
.
.
.
0


, |2 >= 1√
2


i
√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,1
−i
√
3
4pi
(
D(1)−1,1
)∗
0
.
.
.
0


,
|3 >= 1√
2


√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,0√
3
4pi
(
D(1)−1,0
)∗
0
.
.
.
0


, |4 >= 1√
2


i
√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,0
−i
√
3
4pi
(
D(1)−1,0
)∗
0
.
.
.
0


,
23We express a generic vector as in (5.25).
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|5 >= 1√
2


√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,−1√
3
4pi
(
D(1)−1,−1
)∗
0
.
.
.
0


, |6 >= 1√
2


i
√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,−1
−i
√
3
4pi
(
D(1)−1,−1
)∗
0
.
.
.
0


.
Another ingredient for the calculation of the spin-0 spectrum is an explicit expression
of the vectors |˜i > and of the eigenvalues M2
i˜
. As we explained in the text, only the |˜i >
like (5.30) and made of l = 0, 1, 2 harmonics are needed. The |˜i > vectors must satisfy the
following eigenvalue equations24:
−∇2h++ + 2R+−+−h++ − 2κ2F 2+−h++ −
√
2κ∇+V+F−+ =M2h++,
−∇2h−− + 2R+−+−h−− − 2κ2F 2+−h−− +
√
2κ∇−V−F−+ =M2h−−,
−∇2h+− −R+−+−h+− − κ√
2
∇+V−F−+ + κ√
2
∇−V+F−+ =M2h+−,
−∇2V+ +R+−V+ − κ2V+F 2+− +
κ√
2
∇+h+−F−+ −
√
2κ∇−h++F−+ =M2V+,
−∇2V− +R+−V− − κ2V−F 2+− −
κ√
2
∇−h+−F−+ +
√
2κ∇+h−−F−+ =M2V−,
(C.1)
where the background objects (∇2, R+−+−,...) correspond to the background (4.14), (4.15)
and (4.16). We can transform the differential problem (C.1) into an algebraic one by using
the expansion (4.20). We get an eigenvalue problem for every value of l and we give now
an explicit expression for the |˜i > vectors for the relevant value of l, namely l = 0, 1, 2. For
l = 0 we get just one eigenvector |1˜ > with M2 = 1/a2:
|1˜ >=


0
0
0
0
1/
√
4π
0
0


. (C.2)
For l = 1 we get three different eigenvalues: M2 = 2/a2, 4/a2, 5/a2 . The eigenvectors
which correspond to M2 = 2/a2 are
|2˜0 >, 1√
2
(
|2˜1 > +|2˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|2˜1 > −|2˜−1 >
)
, (C.3)
24We derive (C.1) evaluating (5.19), (5.20) and (5.23) in the basis (4.18) and performing the redefinition
h±± →
√
2κh±± and h+− → h+−κ/
√
2, which normalizes the kinetic terms in the standard way.
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where
|2˜m >≡ 1√
6


0
0
0
0
2
√
3
4piD
(1)
0,m
−
√
3
4piD
(1)
1,m
−
√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,m


. (C.4)
Instead the eigenvectors which correspond to M2 = 4/a2 are
i|3˜0 >, 1√
2i
(
|3˜1 > +|3˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2
(
|3˜1 > −|3˜−1 >
)
, (C.5)
where
|3˜m >≡ 1√
2


0
0
0
0
0
−
√
3
4piD
(1)
1,m√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,m


. (C.6)
Moreover the eigenvectors which correspond to M2 = 5/a2 are
|4˜0 >, 1√
2
(
|4˜1 > +|4˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|4˜1 > −|4˜−1 >
)
, (C.7)
where
|4˜m >≡ 1√
3


0
0
0
0√
3
4piD
(1)
0,m√
3
4piD
(1)
1,m√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,m


. (C.8)
Finally, for l = 2 the values of M2 are given by
a2M2 = 6, 2(3 −
√
3), 2(3 +
√
3),
1
2
(13 −
√
73),
1
2
(13 +
√
73). (C.9)
The eigenvectors with a2M2 = 6 are
|5˜0 >, 1√
2
(
|5˜1 > −|5˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|5˜1 > +|5˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2
(
|5˜2 > +|5˜−2 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|5˜2 > −|5˜−2 >
)
, (C.10)
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where
|5˜m >≡ 1
3
√
2


0
0
−√2
√
5
4piD
(2)
2,m
−√2
√
5
4piD
(2)
−2,m
−2√3
√
5
4piD
(2)
0,m
−
√
5
4piD
(2)
1,m√
5
4piD
(2)
−1,m


. (C.11)
For a2M2 = 2(3 −√3) we have the eigenvectors
i|6˜0 >, 1√
2
(
|6˜1 > +|6˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|6˜1 > −|6˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2
(
|6˜2 > −|6˜−2 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|6˜2 > +|6˜−2 >
)
, (C.12)
where
|6˜m >≡ 1√
2(3 +
√
3)


0
0
−1+
√
3√
2
√
5
4piD
(2)
2,m
1+
√
3√
2
√
5
4piD
(2)
−2,m
0√
5
4piD
(2)
1,m√
5
4piD
(2)
−1,m


. (C.13)
For a2M2 = 2(3 +
√
3) we have the eigenvectors
i|7˜0 >, 1√
2
(
|7˜1 > +|7˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|7˜1 > −|7˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2
(
|7˜2 > −|7˜−2 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|7˜2 > +|7˜−2 >
)
, (C.14)
where
|7˜m >≡ 1√
2(3 −√3)


0
0
−1−
√
3√
2
√
5
4piD
(2)
2,m
1−√3√
2
√
5
4piD
(2)
−2,m
0√
5
4piD
(2)
1,m√
5
4piD
(2)
−1,m


. (C.15)
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Then for a2M2 = (13 −√73)/2:
|8˜0 >, 1√
2
(
|8˜1 > −|8˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|8˜1 > +|8˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2
(
|8˜2 > +|8˜−2 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|8˜2 > −|8˜−2 >
)
, (C.16)
where
|8˜m >≡ 1 +
√
73√
438 + 30
√
73


0
0
13
√
2+
√
146
2(1+
√
73)
√
5
4piD
(2)
2,m
13
√
2+
√
146
2(1+
√
73)
√
5
4piD
(2)
−2,m
− 4
√
3
1+
√
73
√
5
4piD
(2)
0,m
−
√
5
4piD
(2)
1,m√
5
4piD
(2)
−1,m


. (C.17)
Finally for a2M2 = (13 +
√
73)/2:
|9˜0 >, 1√
2
(
|9˜1 > −|9˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|9˜1 > +|9˜−1 >
)
,
1√
2
(
|9˜2 > +|9˜−2 >
)
,
1√
2i
(
|9˜2 > −|9˜−2 >
)
, (C.18)
where
|9˜m >≡ 1−
√
73√
438 − 30√73


0
0
13
√
2−√146
2(1−√73)
√
5
4piD
(2)
2,m
13
√
2−√146
2(1−√73)
√
5
4piD
(2)
−2,m
− 4
√
3
1−√73
√
5
4piD
(2)
0,m
−
√
5
4piD
(2)
1,m√
5
4piD
(2)
−1,m


. (C.19)
We can now calculate the 6× 6 matrix M2ij given in (5.28). In order to do that we need
just the matrix elements < i|O1 |˜i > and < i|O2|j >, which can be computed by evaluating25
L0(φ, h) and L0(φ, φ), which appears in (5.18) and (5.21), in the ± basis given in (4.18).
After the redefinitions h±± →
√
2kh±± and h+− → h+−k/
√
2, which normalize the kinetic
terms in the standard way, we get (for n = 2)
L0(φ, h) =
√
2κ∇+Φ∇+h−−φ∗ + κ√
2
∇+Φ∇−h+−φ∗
+
√
2κ∇+Φh−− (∇−φ)∗ + κ√
2
∇+Φh+− (∇+φ)∗ + c.c. ,
25For the background solution (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) we have L0(φ,V) = 0.
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L0(φ, φ) = φ∗∂2φ− φ∗
[
−∇2 +m2 + (e2 + 4ξ)Φ∗Φ+ κ2∇+Φ (∇+Φ)∗
]
φ
−1
2
[
φ(2ξ − e2) (Φ∗)2 φ+ c.c.
]
. (C.20)
By using these expressions and the values of |i > and |˜i > given before, we find the following
expression for M2ij :
{M2ij} =


a1 0 0 0 a4 0
0 a1 0 0 0 −a4
0 0 a2 0 0 0
0 0 0 a3 0 0
a4 0 0 0 a1 0
0 −a4 0 0 0 a1


, (C.21)
where
a1 =
|η|
a2
(
−sign(η) + 3
10
β +
12
5
βξa2
κ2
)
,
a2 =
|η|
a2
(
−sign(η)− 6
5
β +
24
5
βξa2
κ2
)
,
a3 =
|η|
a2
(
−sign(η) + 4
15
β +
8
5
βξa2
κ2
)
,
a4 =
|η|
a2
β
(
3
10
− 4
5
ξa2
κ2
)
. (C.22)
By diagonalizing M2ij , we found exactly the spectrum that we discussed in the subsection
5.2: the squared masses of the vector particles are reproduced26, as required by the light
cone gauge; moreover we get the two masses squared given in (5.31).
D Explicit Calculation of Spin-1/2 Spectrum for the 6D The-
ory
Here we concentrate on the right-handed sector, which is the non trivial one because it
presents η1/2 mixing terms.
The eigenvalue equations for the unperturbed (η = 0) mass squared operator O0, acting
on the right-handed sector, are
−2∇−∇+ψ+R =M2ψ+R,
−2∇+∇−ψ−R =M2ψ−R, (D.1)
The differential equation (D.1) can be transformed in an algebraic one through the harmonic
expansion, remembering the iso-helicities of ψ+R and ψ−R: λ+R = λ−R = 1. Therefore an
26In order to see that we use the background constraints (4.17).
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explicit expression for the vectors |i >, which satisfies by definition O0|i >= 0, is given by
|i >=
(
0√
3
4piD
(1)
−1,i
)
, i = 1,−1, 0. (D.2)
We give also an expression for the vectors |˜i > and the corresponding non vanishing eigen-
values M2
i˜
. For l = 1, we have just one eigenvalue M2 = 2/a2 and the corresponding
eigenvectors are
|1˜m >=
( √
3
4piD
(1)
−1,m
0
)
. (D.3)
For l = 2 we have an eigenvalue M2 = 6/a2, which corresponds to the eigenvectors
|2˜m >=
( √
5
4piD
(2)
−1,m
0
)
, (D.4)
and an eigenvalue M2 = 4/a2, which corresponds to the eigenvectors
|3˜m >=
(
0√
5
4piD
(1)
−1,m
)
. (D.5)
By inserting these eigenvectors and eigenvalues in the expression (5.28) we get
M2ij = diag
(
0, 0,
2
3
|η|g2Y
β
κ2
)
, (D.6)
which corresponds to the spectrum we discussed at the end of section 5.3.
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